The Paveway II Plus LGB kit from Lockheed Martin integrates a highly cost-effective advanced guidance system to convert conventional gravity bombs into precision-guided munitions. The guidance package inside the MAU-209D/B computer control group provides enhanced performance at an affordable price, ensuring more bombs on target! As demonstrated in 10 of 11 majority-share awards from the U.S. Air Force, Paveway II Plus is the preferred source for LGBs.

3 Sizes To Meet Our Customers’ Missions
Compatible with MK 80 series and BLU-109 warheads

- **GBU-10**: 2,000-lb / 907.1 kg
- **GBU-12**: 500-lb / 226.7 kg
- **GBU-16**: 1,000-lb / 453.5 kg

Production
Streamlined, flexible and affordable manufacturing.

140K+ Kits Delivered

Kits include:
- **Computer Control Guidance**: Field programmable for ease in implementing upgrades
- **Airfoil Group (AFG)**: Includes extending wings to provide lift and stability

Capabilities
Aerodynamic properties, exterior dimensions and overall weapon mass properties are the same as existing Paveway II CCGs, eliminating costly integration. Uses existing and fielded LGB logistics support. **No** electrical interface; **No** modifications or additions to AFGs; **No** modifications to aircraft interface, clearances or Operational Flight Program.

Guidance: Semi-active laser
Longer Release Range: Compared to tail-control weapons
Control: Pneumatically actuated canards
Streamlined: Aero-neutral birdie & 4-quadrant detector design

Platforms & Economic Footprint
Nationwide and international supply chain

72 suppliers
20 states
3 countries